
FY25 Budget Survey Public Feedback

#

Original 

Question Feedback

Change to 

Survey? Rationale

1 General Include tradeoff questions, specifically for the BOE Yes

While it would be helpful to capture this data, we have been advised by 

legal counsel not to poll people on this since we do not have any control 

over the BOE line items. However, I have proposed 2 new questions 

(Q6 and Q8) to provide an avenue for residents to share perspective on 

changing spending for specific budgets

2 General Conduct survey telephonically No Limiation in ability to reach all residents and limitation on time

3 General

Ask a question about supporting needs identified in the operating 

budget No

Unfortunately this touches on line item priorities, which is outside BOF 

mandate

4 General

Can you add a question about how much people want to spend on 

infrastructure this year? Yes

As of now, we have not received a budget for the infrastructure plan, so 

have not included a specific question on that. That said, as part of the 

new mill rate increase question on where to apply any new funding, we 

have included infrastructure as an option

5 Introduction Provide more clarity on mill rate / revaluation in the introduction Yes Clarity provided

6 Q1

Turn question 1 into a scalar question to capture the range of how 

much people study the budgets (or not) No

It's a great idea, but the configurabilty of SurveyMonkey makes this 

difficult

7 Q2 /3 / 4 Bold relevant Boards in questions 2, 3, and 4 Yes Good idea, helps focus people who are moving quickly

8 Q4

Difficult to understand the mill rate without triangulating to tax rate. 

Can you add more context? Yes

Added in comparison chart above question to provide the appropriate 

context

9 Q5 /6

Including "Whatever BOF decides is sufficient" is confusing and 

makes data interpretation difficult. Can we remove? No

This option had been added at the request of a member 2 years ago. The 

idea was to capture the residents who do not care what the budget 

change and rely on the BOF to decide what's best

10 Q6

The max mill rate questions are hard to undestand without knowing 

how this would impact the budgets Yes

Added in additional questions so residents can specify which budget they 

would like the proposed change to come from

11 Q13 Add option for people who have children that aren't school aged Yes Agree, allows us to capture responses from a different segment


